HUBRIS: THE INSIDE STORY OF SPIN, SCANDAL, AND THE SELLING OF THE IRAQ WAR

REVIEWED BY MAJOR GEOFFREY S. DEWEESE

“Did they mislead us, or did they simply get it wrong? Whatever the answer is, it is not a good answer.”

Hubris: The Inside Story of Spin, Scandal, and the Selling of the Iraq War is an engaging, yet sobering account of how the Bush administration used weak, faulty, and erroneous intelligence to sell the case for the Iraq War. The main goal of the book by journalists Michael Isikoff and David Corn is to demonstrate that the quality of the intelligence did not matter to the administration. As they state it, “Bush and his aides were looking for intelligence not to guide their policy on Iraq, but to market it. The intelligence would be the basis not for launching a war but for selling it.”

Aside from its value as a national after action review, Hubris provides leaders with an important lesson in the dangers of evaluating facts only in light of whether they support a preconceived result. However, Hubris falters by not providing a more complete context for its own positions. This review will focus first on these failures before turning back to the lessons learned from Isikoff and Corn’s account.

Hubris asserts that the Iraq War was a “faith-based war—predicated on certain ideological and geopolitical views.” The authors owe the reader a balanced analysis of what those views were, as well as the
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historical and contemporary context for their development. Unfortunately, what little historical background Isikoff and Corn provide is not developed and put into context. For instance, the authors note that “Saddam’s military ambition had been effectively constrained by the problematic but still-in-place sanctions imposed after the first Gulf War and by the previous UN weapons inspections,” but they do not touch on why the sanctions were problematic or why weapons inspections were still going on over a decade after the first Gulf War.

Isikoff and Corn do not discuss the creation of the no-fly zones in northern and southern Iraq and the continued efforts to patrol these areas with American air power. There is no mention made of the military strikes of Operation Desert Fox in 1998. This engagement, consisting of four nights of aerial and naval attacks with bombs and cruise missiles, was a direct result of Iraq’s ongoing defiance of UN-mandated weapons inspections. Finally, there is no serious examination of the massive human rights violations in Iraq and their effect on the decision to oust Saddam, other than passing mention that Saddam “had gassed his enemies in the 1980s” and that inspectors found mass graves after the invasion.

In addition to glossing over the historical background to the conflict, the authors fail to address meaningful contemporaneous events fully. This failure is apparent in the authors’ discussion of David Kay, one of the UN weapons inspectors who had aggressively attempted to enforce the inspections in the early 1990s. Kay and his team had been able to verify through inspections that Iraq had been trying to develop a nuclear bomb prior to the first Gulf War, though they had to endure a standoff with armed Iraqi soldiers who attempted to confiscate the evidence. The documents he eventually got out of Iraq proved that the Iraqi government had lied about the extent of their program. According to Isikoff and Corn, in 2002 Kay briefed national Democratic leaders that
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The U.S. government couldn’t really trust the Iraqis to come clean. . . . The only guaranteed way of disarming Saddam, and making sure he never got a nuclear bomb, was regime change. . . . Anything else, including relying on UN inspections, would entail risk and might not be sufficiently effective.17

Kay was not alone in believing that Iraq was not cooperating with inspections. After the UN Security Council passed a resolution in November 2002 which gave Iraq a final chance to cooperate with inspections and fully disarm,18 Iraq submitted a reply that chief UN Inspector Hans Blix called “not enough to create confidence.”19 Unfortunately, Hubris provides no examination as to why Blix felt that way.

Further, Isikoff and Corn devote scant attention to the positive results from the search for weapons of mass destruction that occurred after the invasion, merely noting evidence showed that “[c]learly, Iraq had been working on prohibited missiles.”20 While having prohibited missiles may not pose the same threat as having weapons of mass destruction, the fact that Iraq was hiding prohibited weapons of any type demonstrates the degree of obstruction the inspectors encountered in Iraq. Unfortunately, Hubris does not fully explore these factors, leaving the reader to wonder to what degree Iraq’s lack of cooperation in the inspections program supported and informed the view of those who felt war was necessary.

Had the authors provided a more detailed analysis of the historical and contemporary context for the war, they would have been in a better position to evaluate the basis for the “ideological and geopolitical views”21 of those who supported the war. Yet they fail in this respect as well. This is apparent in the book’s discussion of three key figures—President George W. Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, and Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz.
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On 1 May 2002, President Bush was speaking with two aides when one of them told the President that a reporter at that day’s press conference had asked about possible reasons to go to war with Iraq.\textsuperscript{22} Isikoff and Corn relate that the President “grew grim and determined—steely.”\textsuperscript{23} The President is quoted as asking the aide, “Did you tell her I don’t like motherf\textsuperscript{[***]}ers who gas their own people? . . . Did you tell her I don’t like assholes who lie to the world? . . . Did you tell her I’m going to kick his sorry motherf\textsuperscript{[***]}ing ass all over the Mideast?”\textsuperscript{24} According to the book’s dust jacket, the President’s “angry, expletive-laden outbursts at Saddam Hussein drove administrative decision making.”\textsuperscript{25} Isikoff and Corn argue that on that day, the President had already determined the nation needed to go to war and he was concerned about demonstrating “moral clarity” and “strong and decisive leadership” in order to “stand[] tall against an evil tyrant.”\textsuperscript{26} Unfortunately, they fail to follow up and explain what led the President to feel so strongly about the need to remove Saddam Hussein from power.

Similarly, the authors zero in on Vice President Cheney’s personal involvement in reviewing intelligence\textsuperscript{27} and claim that the Vice President had “long standing and firm views on Saddam Hussein that went back to when he had served as secretary of defense during the first Persian Gulf War.”\textsuperscript{28} Yet again, they provide no analysis or explanations as to why the Vice President felt war was necessary other than to simply state, “Cheney seemed obsessed with Iraq. He was sure that Saddam was a grave threat to the United States. . . .”\textsuperscript{29}

The assertion that Vice President Cheney’s views on Iraq were either long standing or firm is not borne out when examining other sources. In his book \textit{Fiasco: The American Military Adventure in Iraq}, author Thomas E. Ricks quotes then-Secretary of Defense Cheney as stating shortly after the Persian Gulf War, “[T]he idea of going into Baghdad . . . or trying to topple the regime wasn’t anything I was enthusiastic about.”\textsuperscript{30} According to Ricks, the former Secretary of Defense did not
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seem overly concerned about Saddam Hussein’s continued threat: “Saddam is just one more irritant, but there’s a long list of irritants in that part of the world.”

The failure of *Hubris* to examine how Cheney’s views changed, and why, is a significant detriment to any thorough examination of the motivations of those who supported war in Iraq.

The closest Isikoff and Corn come to examining why the members of the Bush Administration believed war with Iraq was necessary is in their look at the influence of a “rumpled-looking,”

“oddball and offbeat academic”

named Laurie Mylorie. Mylorie advocated a theory that “Saddam was the mastermind behind much of the world’s terrorism.”

Isikoff and Corn contend that Mylorie’s theories greatly influenced Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, who they maintain was “enamored of Mylorie’s anti-Saddam work.”

*Hubris* addresses a chapter to discount Mylorie as a conspiracy theorist, yet its theory that her work was a foundation for the pro-war beliefs of Wolfowitz and others comes across as hyperbole.

In looking at the genesis of Wolfowitz’s views, Ricks provides another, more plausible explanation. In 1991, Wolfowitz was Under Secretary of Defense for Policy and was the senior-most official in the first President Bush’s administration to advocate for intervention in support of Shiite minorities in post-Gulf War Iraq. American forces pulled back from Iraq and stood by as Saddam’s forces killed thousands of Shiites who had begun an uprising originally supported by the United States. The United States turned instead to a policy of containment and established no-fly zones in northern and southern Iraq, while leaving
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Saddam in power. Wolfowitz opposed the policy of containment, which he believed “was profoundly immoral, like standing by and trying to contain Hitler’s Germany.” While Wolfowitz may have been receptive to someone like Mylroie, Ricks, unlike Isikoff and Corn, actually explains why he may have held such views to begin with. Once put into context, Wolfowitz’s support for the second Iraq war becomes more understandable.

The authors devote chapters to the investigation of why and how clandestine CIA operative Valerie Plame’s identity was leaked to the press. Isikoff and Corn connect this to the war because Plame’s husband, former ambassador Joe Wilson, had become a vocal critic of the administration after the war. He had accused the administration of lying about intelligence, specifically intelligence that indicated Iraq was attempting to obtain uranium from Niger—a claim that Wilson had personally investigated for the CIA and found lacking. While interesting, this aspect of the book is a rabbit trail leading away from the critical issue of the use of intelligence before the war. Isikoff and Corn would have crafted a better and more powerful book had they used these chapters to establish more fully the context for the war and the reasons for the strongly-held beliefs of its supporters. Nonetheless, a wealth of otherwise interesting and well-researched material makes Hubris a worthy read.

Isikoff and Corn cite twelve examples of the misuse of intelligence to justify the war. Without a doubt, the United States failed regarding pre-war intelligence. In June 2003, after the invasion was over, David Kay, the former weapons inspector who had been so sure of the dangers Iraq posed, agreed to lead the search for the missing weapons of mass destruction. In January 2004, shortly after leaving that post, Kay testified to the Senate Armed Services Committee: “We were almost all
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wrong—and I certainly include myself here.”49 The next month
President Bush established an independent commission to examine the
intelligence failures relating to Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction
programs.50 The commission’s conclusion, released in March 2005,
stated that “the Intelligence Community was dead wrong in almost all of
its pre-war judgments about Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction. This
was a major intelligence failure.”51

The President’s commission, however, was not charged with
examining how policymakers used the intelligence provided.52 Hubris
stands out by providing this background. Further, it imparts to military
leaders an important lesson on the danger of only seeking intelligence
and information that supports their preferred actions and discounting
anything that does not support such actions.

On 1 October 2002, the CIA delivered a national intelligence
estimate (NIE) to Congress.53 This NIE, as Isikoff and Corn put it,
“came to symbolize the entire WMD foul-up.”54 It included “some
points with scary specifics”—Iraq had tons of chemical weapons, had
unmanned aerial vehicles designed to deliver biological weapons, and
was attempting to buy uranium for nuclear weapon production.56 While
the NIE did include some dissenting views, it strongly supported the
view that Iraq was a serious threat.57 Isikoff and Corn concede that two
investigations “would later conclude there had been no ‘political
pressure’ from the White House to alter the intelligence community’s
conclusions”;58 however, they essentially maintain that this conclusion
ignores the reality of how political pressure worked. They point to the
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experience of one analyst who stated, “You were never told what to write. . . . But you knew what assessments administration officials would be receptive to—and what they would not be receptive to.”\(^{59}\) Essentially, few analysts felt encouraged to defy the administration’s assumption. In the case of this analyst, when he voiced disagreement, he found himself bumped from trips and uninvited to meetings.\(^{60}\)

Another intelligence officer, Paul Pillar of the CIA, wrote about his similar conclusion in *Foreign Affairs* magazine.\(^{61}\) His sobering assessment was that “the Bush administration would frown on or ignore analysis that called into question a decision to go to war and welcome analysis that supported such a decision.”\(^{62}\) In Pillar’s view, “Intelligence analysts . . . felt a strong wind consistently blowing in one direction. The desire to bend with such a wind is natural and strong, even unconscious.”\(^{63}\) Pillar’s view, endorsed by Isikoff and Corn, was that the NIE was a product of this environment. Specifically, they argue that this explains why the shaky claim that Iraq was trying to obtain uranium from Niger was included in the NIE even though the intelligence community had serious doubts about it.\(^{64}\) They had “bent with the wind.”\(^{65}\)

Isikoff and Corn argue that by expecting certain results rather than seeking genuine analysis of the issues, the administration created an environment where analysts thought it was more important to support the administration’s views than to support the facts.\(^{66}\) Their depiction of how flawed intelligence such as the NIE came to exist and be used provides a warning to leaders. By seeking a specific result and creating an environment that is not conducive to debate and disagreement, true analysis cannot occur. Ignoring facts that do not support a specific desired conclusion will lead to grave errors.

Despite its flaws, *Hubris* makes a powerful case that better leadership and a willingness to hear all sides of the issues could have
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fostered an intelligence environment that would not have failed so miserably in the lead up to the Iraq War. In the Army, virtually every position is subordinate to another, and there are many levels of leadership from the Chief of Staff down to a squad leader. Both leaders and subordinates must be mindful of the dangers of an environment where there is a tendency to “bend with the wind.” For the Judge Advocate, it is important to remember that our value to commanders is in providing honest advice. It may sometimes take personal courage to tell a commander, especially one who is in that Judge Advocate’s rating scheme, “No,” but ultimately if that is the right and legally sound answer, our honor demands no less.67
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